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An aircraft may experience in-flight ice accretion and corresponding reductions in 
performance and control when the vehicle encounters clouds of super-cooled water 
droplets. The EADS-IW Surface Engineering Group is investigating passive anti-icing
possibilities, such as functional and ice phobic coatings.  Ice-resistant coatings require 
investigating droplet impact on dry surfaces and wet films, including microscopic effects 
such as droplet splashing. To investigate droplet impacts, a volume of fluid (VOF) flow 
solver was used for droplets impacting dry and wetted hydrophobic and 
superhydrophobic surfaces, focusing on meso-scale simulations.  The effects of 
structured, micro-scale surface roughness and the effects of a thin wet film on the surface, 
corresponding to a saturated surface under high humidity conditions, were investigated.  
Axisymmetric domains produced acceptable results for smooth, dry surfaces.  It was 
determined that in order to properly predict behavior of droplets impacting surfaces with 
structured micro-scale roughness, three-dimensional simulations are recommended. 
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αp,αs = volume fraction of the primary and secondary phases 
θ,θ0,θA,θR = contact angle, static/advancing/receding contact angle
μ = viscosity, N-s-m-2 
ρ = density, kg-m-3 
σ = surface tension, N-m-1 
d = droplet diameter 
fb = body force per unit mass, N-kg
-1 
H* = dimensionless film thickness 
h0 = film thickness 
nwall = normal to the wall 
p = pressure, N-m-2 
twall = tangent to the wall 
T = deviatoric viscous stress tensor, N-m-2 
uθ = velocity scaling parameter for dynamic contact angle, m-s
-1 
uwall = velocity parallel the wall, m-s
-1 
V,Vr,Vo = fluid velocity, relative fluid velocity, droplet impact 
velocity
CA = contact angle 
CPR = cells per radius 











MRE = micro-scale roughness element
SCA = static contact angle  
SLD = super-cooled large droplet 
VOF = volume of fluid method 
Oh = Ohnesorge number 
Re = Reynolds number 








Ice accretion and adhesion on surfaces are issues of concern in the aviation field.  
Even ice accretion that is barely visible on aerodynamic surfaces, which can cause a 
reduction in performance and control or on airflow measurement instruments may result 
in conditions detrimental to flight safety.  In-flight ice accretion occurs when an aircraft 
encounters a cloud of super-cooled water droplets which impinge on the surfaces of the 
aircraft and freeze. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) CFR (Code of Federal 
Regulations) Title 14 Part 25 Appendix C [54] discusses ice protection for aircraft during 
flight. An aircraft must demonstrate the capability to operate safely in continuous 
maximum and intermittent maximum icing conditions to be certified for flight in icing 
conditions, as specified in Appendix C.  To gain this certification, there are three types of 
deicing systems commonly employed on aircraft [27]: pneumatic, electromechanical-
expulsion, and thermal deicing systems.  A pneumatic deicing boot is a rubber bladder 
that is secured to the leading edge of an airfoil.  When the boot is inflated, the accreted 
ice is cracked and detaches from the surface.  An electro-mechanical system uses 
mechanical vibrations to break ice off vital surfaces.  A weeping wing emits a chemical 
coating, covering the vital surfaces to prevent ice accretion.  Thermal systems employ a 
series of flexible coils or bleed air from the engine to apply heat to critical surfaces 




Tragic accidents such as American Eagle Flight 4184 [55] in October 1994 near 
Roselawn, IN and Comair Flight 3272 [56] in January 1997 near Monroe, MI resulted in 
widespread research into aircraft icing avoidance and prevention.  This research primarily 
focused on super-cooled large droplet (SLD) icing conditions that were the probable 
cause of both accidents.  Both aircraft were equipped with pneumatic deicing boots; 
however, SLD ice and warm ambient temperatures caused significant liquid water run 
back resulting in a ridge of ice accretion on unprotected surfaces of the wing beyond the 
deicing boot. More recently, preliminary findings from the investigation into the crash of
Air France Flight 447 have attributed inaccurate airspeed readings, which contributed to 
the crash, to ice buildup in the pitot tubes [8]. 
The circumstances of the American Eagle Flight 4184 incident show that ice may 
accrete rapidly and further demonstrate that ice formation on unprotected surfaces can 
create an unrecoverable situation. This example also illustrates that a pneumatic boot may 
provide insufficient protection for some icing situations.  Additionally, thermal methods 
consume large amounts of energy and selective heating for melting ice relies on 
imperfect detection and activation techniques that may introduce serious risks.  It is 
evident that current anti-icing methods are plagued by complications and there is an 
obvious demand for effective passive systems, or possibly hybrid systems, which would 
protect all aerodynamic surfaces, significantly reducing the potential of ice accumulation 
during flight. 
In the context of “green” aircraft, such as a predominantly electric aircraft, bleed-
less deicing systems have become the trend [10].  Because future electrical de-icing 
systems, such as the previously mentioned electro-thermal or electro-mechanical, as well 







systems by passive approaches will be valuable for overall de-icing performance.  Unique 
to existing approaches, passive systems seek to prevent or reduce ice accretion rather than 
attempting to remove ice after formation has occurred.   
The European Aeronautic Defense and Space Company-Innovation Works 
(EADS-IW) Surface Engineering group is investigating passive anti-icing possibilities, 
such as functional and ice phobic coatings. Ice-resistant coatings require investigating 
droplet impact on dry surfaces and wet films, including microscopic effects such as 
droplet splashing or water crystallization.  Such phenomena are closely related to the 
surface properties of wetting behavior, chemical functionality, and roughness.  According 
to de Gennes [17], the wetting of the surface is “connected to physical chemistry 
(wettability), to statistical physics (pinning of the contact line, wetting transitions, etc.),
to long-range forces (van der Waals, double layers), and to fluid dynamics.”  The subject 
is further complicated by the fact that the impact of a water droplet on an aerodynamic 
surface is a multi-scale problem.  At large scales, the droplet trajectory is determined by 
the flow field in the vicinity of the aircraft.  At molecular scales, the interface between
the droplet and the surface is defined by the chemical composition of each.   
There is a need for inexpensive and rapid testing of the icing-related properties of
various ice-phobic surfaces, as there are many parameters to be prescribed for suitable 
coating development.  Superhydrophobicity is typically accomplished using a 
combination of nano-scale surface roughness and chemical properties of the surface [40]. 
Additionally, structured, micro-scale roughness elements also offer promise for 
enhancing the surface’s resistance to water collection, which is a necessary precursor to 
ice growth [34], [59].  Numerical simulation using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 





ranging over multiple orders of magnitude present considerable challenges for 
simulations.  
1.2 Primary Contributions 
The primary contribution of this research is the evaluation of the performance of 
structured micro-scale roughness elements (MREs) [34], [59] under high humidity 
conditions. Previous research has shown that significant performance degradation in 
hydrophobicity occurs after a nano-composite coating undergoes prolonged exposure to 
water vapor and 25 micron water droplets [16].  Specifically, the focus here is on the 
spread and rebound of droplets on smooth surfaces and surfaces with the MRE under dry 
and wet-film conditions.  
A secondary contribution of this research is the validation of an open-source 
Volume of Fluid (VOF) solver for droplets on dry hydrophobic and superhydrophobic 
surfaces [17]. The fluid dynamics problem of interest is the incompressible, laminar flow 
of two, immiscible fluids, both of which are assumed to be Newtonian.  The solution of 
the governing equations, a pressure-based formulation of the Navier-Stokes equation, is 
accomplished in OpenFOAM® 2.0 via the VOF approach [38].  Although its origins date 
back to the 1980s, OpenFOAM® is an open-source, comparative newcomer to the CFD 
community. The results reported here focus on meso-scale, i.e., droplet-scale, 
simulations. This requires modeling to describe the sub-droplet-scale physics, and the 
approach employed here utilizes a wall adhesion model modified to account for a 






1.3 Outline of Thesis 
A literature review was performed to examine several important aspects of the 
present research. A survey of the occurrences and applications of superhydrophobic 
surfaces was performed to provide an understanding of recent advances in surface 
engineering leading to superhydrophobicity, including a review of their functions and 
applications to date and the design of current ice resistant coatings.  For the numerical 
simulation of two immiscible fluids, multiphase flow capabilities in existing CFD 
software packages were investigated and examined for accuracy.  Similar studies of water 
droplets impacting a dry surface, which utilize both experimental data and numerical 
calculations, provided guidance for this work.  A brief overview of the computational 
methods used, the CFD package, and the mesh generation covers the fundamentals for 
the numerical fluid dynamics calculations.   
The results of the present work are then discussed.  In this section, the problem
description including the mesh generation process and the boundary conditions of the 
numerical simulations are defined. The final sections of results elaborate on cases used 
for code validation and the cases of interest in this work including the effects of surface 
roughness, and the effect of a thin wet film, representing a saturated surface under 










The wettability of a surface is the ability of a liquid to maintain contact with a 
solid surface, therefore wetting it.  Hydrophobicity is the physical property that causes a 
surface to repel water. Various degrees of wetting can be categorized by the contact 
angle, θ, which is defined as the angle between the wall and the tangent to the interface at 
the wall, measured inside the drop, as shown in Figure 2.1. Wettable surfaces are 
classified as hydrophilic, hydrophobic, or superhydrophobic surfaces based on contact 
angle, as shown in Figure 2.2. Characterized by a higher contact angle, a 
superhydrophobic surface demonstrates less wetting, and with a lower contact angle, a 







θ < 90° 90° < θ < 150° θ > 150° 
Hydrophilic Hydrophobic Superhydrophobic 
Figure 2.2 Categorization of fluid/surface wettability using the contact angle. Images 





2.1 Superhydrophobic Surfaces 
One approach to ice prevention is stimulated by the biotechnology used by many 
organisms to control water droplets on their surfaces.  Nature has produced surfaces that 
repel water using not only chemical properties but also geometrical properties. Recent 
biomimetic-based research by Gao et al. [22] has revealed that the compound on the eyes 
of mosquitoes possesses ideal superhydrophobic properties that allow them to maintain 
clear vision in a humid habitat.  Autumn et al. [2] found that the superhydrophobic 
surface with nearly five hundred thousand keratinous microscopic hairs, or setae, on the 
surface of a gecko’s foot allows it to climb rapidly up smooth vertical surfaces.   
Similarly, Gao et al. [21] attribute the remarkable non-wetting legs of water 
striders—which allow them to stand with ease and move quickly on water—to the special
hierarchical structure of their legs.  The water strider’s legs remain dry because they are 
covered in a large number of slanting tiny hairs with fine nano-grooves.  Zheng et al. [61] 
showed that directional adhesion properties on the superhydrophobic wings of the 
butterfly are a result of a direction-dependent arrangement of flexible nano-tips on 
ridging nano-strips and micro-scales overlapped on the wings.  This property of the wing 
is of utmost importance to the stability of flight, providing the wings the ability to clean





Numerous natural materials have inspired scientific advances in 
superhydrophobic surfaces. Several artificial superhydrophobic surfaces have been 
fabricated based on the lotus leaf [26].  The lotus leaf has a surface that allows it to 
remain clean despite its surroundings. It typically grows in swamps and shallow waters, 
but can emerge from muddy waters completely clean. The surface has roughness which 
prevents water droplets from spreading and causes them to form beads instead. This 
phenomenon is often referred to as the “lotus-effect,” and has proven to be of great 
biological and technological significance [3].  Patankar [40] mimicked the micro-
structure that produces the lotus effect and improved the water repelling ability of a 
surface by doubling the roughness structures and number of slender pillars.   
The common theme among these naturally occurring instances of water repelling 
surfaces is a superhydrophobic surface that repels water not only chemically, but also 
geometrically with an assortment of bristles.  The connection between surface roughness 
and wettability or particle deposition is well known [34].  Surface roughness increases the 
apparent contact angle, thereby amplifying hydrophobicity.   
2.2 Design of Ice Resistant Coatings 
Numerous efforts have focused on the advance of superhydrophobic surfaces for 
icephobicity. Cao et al. [11] developed a nonoparticle-polymer composite which 
demonstrates the anti-icing capabilities of superhydrophobic surfaces.  Similarly, 
Mishchenko et al. [34] found from an experimental analysis of temperature-dependent 
droplet/surface interactions, that a highly-ordered superhydrophobic surface can be 
designed to remain ice-free at temperatures of -25 to -30 °C.  This behavior was 








by reducing the surface area and contact time of impinging water droplets.  In other 
words, the droplets bounce off the surface before nucleation can occur, leaving the 
surface ice-free. Jung et al. [31] considered delaying water freezing on untreated and 
coated surfaces ranging from hydrophilic to superhydrophobic and used the delays to 
estimate icephobicity.  They discovered unexpected longer freezing delays for surfaces 
with nanometer-scale roughness (smooth) and higher wettability (hydrophilic), 
concluding that the selection of the suitable icephobic surface for a specific technological 
application requires a comprehensive evaluation of freezing delay and liquid-shedding
ability and their competing effects.   
Among the most advanced simulation-based approaches, Xiao et al. [59] used a 
multi-scale simulation framework to predict the anti-icing performance of a variety of
nano-composite coatings under in-flight conditions.  Their framework accounts for the 
effects of surface chemistry as well as nano-scale and micro-scale roughness. It couples 
molecular dynamics simulations, which define the material properties and the effects of
nano-scale roughness, with CFD simulations, including micro-scale roughness, to 
determine whether a droplet departs the surface before it freezes.  This approach is 
employed to design an ice-resistant polymer nano-composite coating. 
2.3 Numerical Simulation Techniques 
There are several different numerical methods available for computing flows with 
moving interfaces: the level set method [39], [51], [53], the front tracking method [57], 








2.3.1 Volume of Fluid (VOF) 
The VOF method is a numerical technique used to track the fluid-fluid interface 
in computational fluid dynamics [7]. It is suitable for simulations of droplet spreading on 
a surface because of its inherent mass conservation property.  It is also appropriate for 
problems with topology changes and reduces computational costs. Though it is less 
accurate in interface calculations than the level set and front tracking methods, it is still 
the preferred method [29].  Hirt [29] also notes that using several points in a cell to define 
the region occupied by a fluid is unnecessarily excessive.  The VOF method uses a 
volume fraction to define a fluid phase in each computational cell. A value of unity 
indicates the cell is completely occupied by the specified phase, a value of zero indicates 
the absence of the phase, and a value between zero and unity indicates the presence of the 
interface between the phases. The motion of a moving interface is predicted using an 
advection equation for the volume fraction of the tracked phase.  
2.4 Water Droplets Impacting a Dry Surface 
Many engineering applications require an understanding of the phenomenon of 
droplet impact and spreading on a dry surface. The mechanisms that control this 
phenomenon are diverse and heavily depend on the wettability and roughness of the.  
This topic has been studied extensively, but remains a topic of ongoing research [17], 
[47]. Rioboo et al. [46] identify six possible droplet spreading scenarios: deposition, 
prompt splash, corona splash, receding break-up, partial rebound, and complete rebound.  
The studies of Rioboo [44] demonstrated that impact on a dry surface will give rise to an 
expanding ejected liquid sheet, or lamella.  The first two phases, deposition or prompt 
splash, can be thought of as precursors of the remaining four outcomes.  Rioboo et al.











into two phases. In the first, or kinematic, phase, the radius of the droplet contacting the 
surface is independent of the fluid or solid properties.  However, in the second, or 
deposition, phase, the fluid and surface properties become important.  After the droplet 
impacts the surface, the kinetic energy is dissipated by the action of viscous forces 
between the solid surface and the liquid or converted into surface energy resulting from
the increase of surface area as the droplet spreads.  The resulting morphology depends on 
available kinetic energy and surface characteristics, which can be described in terms of a 
contact angle, θ, which is defined as the angle between the wall and the tangent to the 
interface at the wall, measured inside the drop. In general, there is a hysteresis effect that 
produces an advancing contact angle, θA, and a receding contact angle, θR, with θR < θA as 
shown in Figure 2.3. 
Figure 2.3 Advancing and receding contact angle hysteresis [27] 
These phenomena are partially described by several nondimensional parameters 
[60]. The Reynolds number Re and Weber number We, given by 
 	   (2.1)
 	
and 










respectively, can be combined to obtain the Ohnesorge number Oh, which is given by 
  /   
/  
 	  (2.3)
  	    
.
Larger values of Oh indicate that viscous effects are more important. Note, that none of 
these nondimensional parameters contain information about the properties of the surface 
upon which the droplets impact and, therefore, cannot fully describe the associated 
phenomena.  
There have been a large number of studies reported in literature where numerical 
simulation has been employed to predict droplet impact on a dry surface.  Only a 
representative sampling is discussed below.  Fukai et al. [20] solved the Navier-Stokes 
equations with a finite element approach to simulate spreading of a droplet on a dry, 
partially wettable surface. The boundary condition applied at the contact line constrained 
its motion to be parallel to the surface.  Fukai et al. [19] improved on this approach by 
applying the constant values for advancing and receding angles at the contact line as 
appropriate. This modification improved results when compared with experimental data.  
Gunjal et al. [24] simulated droplet impact on a solid, dry surface for a range of Reynolds 
and Weber numbers using Fluent 6.0, an earlier version of ANSYS Fluent 12.0.  A time-
varying dynamic contact angle (DCA), obtained from experimental data, was employed 
by prescribing a piecewise constant value of the contact angle for the given time 
intervals. Their results were able to capture key features of the droplet-surface 
interaction. Lunkad et al. [33] performed VOF simulations for droplet impact on 
horizontal and inclined surfaces.  Their results were obtained using time-accurate 
variations of the contact angle obtained from experimental data [52] and suggested that 





needed for less wettable surfaces.  Roisman et al. [48] developed a model for the contact 
angle as a function of the instantaneous velocity of the contact line.  Results predicted 
using a VOF solver showed good agreement with experimental data at low Weber 
numbers. 
2.5 Water Droplets Impacting a Wet Surface 
From a phenomenological standpoint, droplets impacting a wet surface versus a 
dry surface are drastically different, as discussed by Rioboo et al. [44]. Much effort has 
been expended to comprehend the underlying mechanisms of a droplet impinging a thin 
liquid film on a solid surface [14], [32], [45], [58], [60] including pre-existing liquid 
films, or films created by impacts of previous droplets.  Droplet impact on a wetted 
surface produces a crown, i.e., splashing, though the break up process is widely varied 
and dependent on the thickness of the wet film as well as the film thickness relative to the 
mean surface roughness [60].  Mundo et al. [35] investigated the deposition and 
splashing limits as a function of Reynolds and Ohnesorge numbers for droplet impacts.  
The splashing was found to be nearly independent of the contact angle.  The fact that the 
contact angle is not relevant in cases of droplets impacting a wetted surface to some
extent simplifies the case in comparison to droplets on a dry surface.  According to 
Mundo et al. [35], when the film on the surface is very thin, viscous effects from the wall 
can affect behavior after impact. 
The effect of the film thickness on a surface has been studied through experiments 
and numerical simulations for a wide range of applications.  Splashing is a common 
behavior observed when a droplet impacts a wetted surface.  A high velocity impact of a 









categorized the evolution of splash into four phases: crown formation and jetting, rim 
instability and jet formation, break-up of the jets and formation of secondary droplets, 
and crown collapse periods. A behavior commonly observed during the crown formation 
is fingering, or secondary droplets.  The phases can be predicted and better understood 
using the same nondimensional parameters used to describe the behavior of a droplet 
impacting a dry surface, namely the Weber, Ohnesorge, and Reynolds numbers.  Further, 
based on evaluation of these nondimensional numbers for various cases, Cossali et al.
[14] concluded that a higher Weber number leads to the splash phenomenon during 
impact.  Rioboo et al. [45] introduce an additional parameter, the dimensionless film
thickness, H*, defined as the ratio of the film thickness, h0, to the drop diameter, d. They 
used a combination of Weber and Ohnesorge numbers as a function of dimensionless 
film thickness to describe the various phenomena that occur during liquid drop impact on 
a wetted surface.  Their experimental investigation of splash and crown formation during 
the impact of a single droplet on a wetted surface demonstrated that for very thin film 
thicknesses, the crown formation was not evident.  Wang et al. [58] showed that when the 
Weber number is increased, the fingering rim of the crown formed during the early stage 
may scatter into many satellite drops.  The impact of a single drop on a liquid film was 
studied numerically by Rieber et al. [43] by solving the Navier-Stokes equations for 
incompressible fluids by the VOF method.  Physically realistic results showed crown 







3.1 Flow Solver 
The numerical simulations were performed using OpenFOAM® 2.0 (Open Field 
Operation and Manipulation) [38].  OpenFOAM® CFD, a C++ toolbox, is a free, open-
source CFD software package produced by OpenCFD Ltd [37]. The package has an 
extensive range of features to solve problems from complex fluid flows involving 
chemical reactions, turbulence and heat transfer, to solid dynamics and electromagnetics.  
Tools for meshing, pre- and post-processing are also included.  Because it is open source, 
the code offers users complete liberty to tailor and broaden its functionality.  
OpenFOAM® employs a highly modular strategy in which collections of functionality 
(numerical methods, meshing, physical models, etc.) are each compiled into their own 
shared library. Executable applications are created and are linked to the various 
OpenFOAM® libraries.   
OpenFOAM® has the capability to perform simulations for two immiscible fluids 
impacting a dry surface using a volume of fluid (VOF) [17] approach using the module 
InterFoam [29].  InterFoam is based on the two-fluid approach developed by Rusche [49] 
and later modified by OpenCFD Ltd. [37].  The approach is described in detail by 
Berberovic et al. [5]. In the two-fluid approach, phase fraction equations are solved for 










accurate solution, especially for problems in which the densities of the two phases are 
widely different, e.g., water and air. 
Domains considered in the present simulations were generated using the 
blockMesh utility [38].  For the axisymmetric domains, the flow domain considered has 
the form of a wedge with only one cell in the azimuthal direction.  The grid was manually 
refined in the region where droplet impact takes place.  Three-dimensional simulations 
were performed using a quarter-plane symmetry technique in order to reduce simulation 
time in which computations are performed in only one quarter of the domain.  
3.2 Governing Equations 
The governing equations, continuity and momentum,  
∙ 0 (3.1) 
 
∙ ∙  (3.2) 
are solved simultaneously with the transport equation for an indication function, 
representing the volume fraction of one phase 
 
∙ 0 (3.3) 
The code utilizes a cell-center-based finite volume method on a fixed, unstructured 
numerical grid. Coupling between pressure and velocity in transient flows is done using 
the pseudo-transient PIMPLE algorithm, which is a hybrid based on the pressure-implicit 
split-operator (PISO) and semi-implicit method for pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE) 
algorithms [5], [30].  The InterFoam solver uses the multidimensional universal limiter 
for explicit solution (MULES) method, created by OpenCFD, to preserve boundedness of 
the phase fraction autonomous of underlying numerical scheme, mesh structure, etc. [5]. 









strongly stable or bounded, such as upwind differencing [38].  The equations are 
discretized following the finite-volume technique.  The transient and source terms are 
discretized using the midpoint rule and integrated over cell volumes.  Time derivative 
terms are discretized using a first-order, bounded, implicit Euler scheme and terms 
containing spatial derivatives (diffusion and convective terms) are converted into 
integrals over surfaces bounding each cell with Gauss’ theorem, a second-order Gaussian 
integration. Obtained by interpolation, integration is performed by summing the values at 
the cell faces. Gradients are evaluated with a linear (central differencing) face 
interpolation.  A diagonal incomplete-Cholesky (symmetric) (DIC) preconditioned 
conjugate gradient (PCG) solver is used to precondition the pressure equation [4].  The
momentum matrix is smoothed using a diagonal incomplete-LU (asymmetric) (DILU) 
PCG preconditioner and solved with a preconditioned bi-conjugate gradient (PBiCG) 
solver [4].   
3.3 Volume of Fluid Implementation 
The governing equations are modeled via the VOF approach [17].  Here, the air is 
taken to be the primary phase and the liquid (water) to be the secondary phase.  The 
secondary phase is defined in terms of a volume fraction, αs, in each computational cell:  
αs = 0 the cell does not contain the secondary phase 
αs = 1 the cell contains only the secondary phase 
0 < αs < 1 the cell contains the interface between the primary and secondary phases
The value of αs is obtained by solving the convection equation, Equation (3.3). The 
volume fraction of the primary phase is then given by 










To ensure boundedness and conservation, a modified convection equation is solve 
 ∙ Vα ∙ V α 1 α  0 (3.5) 
where  represents the relative velocity between the two phases.  The additional 
convection term, which is only active near the interface, is referred to as the 
“compression term” and, with appropriate discretization, significantly reduces the 
smearing that occurs at the interface in traditional VOF techniques.  A model for  is 
required to provide closure for the system. As described in Berberovic et al. [5], the 
relative velocity at a cell face is based on the velocity through the face, the gradients of 
the phase fraction, and the maximum velocity magnitude in the interface region.  A 
compression parameter is included that can be used to further sharpen the interface.   
3.4 Model for Contact Line Motion 
The impact of a droplet on a dry surface is rife with complexity.  In the approach 
employed in InterFoam, a single momentum equation is solved that accounts for the 
effects of surface tension, which is shown in Equation (3.2). One effect of the surface 
tension at the interface between the phases is the generation of a phase gradient that is 
accounted for via the body force term fb, which is evaluated with the continuum surface 
force model of Brackbill et al. [7], 
    ∙  | |   (3.6) 
where the term in parentheses represents the normal to the interface and the term in 
square brackets represents the curvature of the interface.  If a direct numerical simulation 
of the moving interface is desired, requiring resolution of all necessary spatial scales, the 













   
the effects of the near wall region with a modification of the normal to the contact line, 
i.e., the normal to the interface, by modifying the normal to the interface 
| | 
   (3.7)
 
where θ is the contact angle, in this case, prescribed by experimental data or obtained 
from an appropriate model.   
In the InterFoam solver of OpenFOAM® 2.0, the contact angle is computed using 
the following heuristic: 
     tanh  . (3.8)
 
Here, uwall is an estimate of the contact line velocity based on the velocity of the fluid 
parallel to the wall “near” the contact line defined so that a positive quantity indicates an 
advancing contact line. However, as noted by Sikalo et al. [52], the fluid velocity in a 
region very near the wall is not representative of the velocity of the contact line.  The 
rationale is that the hyperbolic tangent function will transition smoothly between a 
“larger” value and a “smaller” value of the DCA while running the static contact angle 
(SCA) when uwall is zero, i.e., the contact line is stationary.  The scaling parameter  is 
responsible for the rapidity of this transition.  
Unfortunately, as formulated, the above equation returns neither the advancing 
nor the receding contact angles at its extremes. To address this issue, a new function was 
implemented in the InterFoam solver 
| | | |     tanh  
     tanh  
   (3.9)
  
When uwall has a positive value, which represents an advancing contact line, the last 
hyperbolic tangent function will return 0 and θ=θA. Likewise, when uwall is negative, for 




Although this function accommodates the transition between advancing and receding 
contact angles (droplet oscillation), this equation is still a heuristic and acceptable values 
of  must be determined on a case by case basis.  In general, small values of  will 
ensure the proper contact angle is being used.  This function is correctly viewed as a 
mechanism for automatically switching between constant values of the advancing, static, 
and receding contact angles based on interface motion. Fortunately, as noted by Sikalo et 
al. [52], accurate specification of the DCA is less critical for hydrophobic and 
superhydrophobic surfaces than for hydrophilic surfaces. It should be noted that no 










In this section, results predicted using InterFoam are compared with numerical 
results and experimental data. The cases included in the validation effort are listed in 
Table 4.1 and represent droplet impact on hydrophobic surfaces.  These cases represent a 
range of Reynolds and Weber numbers. Data for comparison for Case I, in which a 
glycerin droplet impacts a wax-coated surface, was obtained from Lunkad et al. [33] and 
Sikalo et al.[52]. The experimental data for Case II, in which a water droplet impacts a 
hydrophobic surface formed by a smooth polyurethane coating, was obtained by Jung and 
Raps at EADS-IW [41].  Additional results presented simulate droplet impact on an 
airfoil under near flight conditions on a micron-scale domain to understand the effects of 
a water film, representing a saturated surface in high humidity conditions, on the 
hydrophobicity of a surface with micro-scale roughness elements (MRE).   
4.1 Validation















Re We Oh 
Case I Glycerin 2.450 93.5° N/A N/A 1.036 4.003 52.6 1.812 








4.1.1 Case 1: Glycerin Droplet Impacting a Wax-coated Surface 
The first case considered is a glycerin droplet, with a diameter of 2.45 mm,
impacting a wax-coated hydrophobic surface at a velocity of 1.036 m/s [33], [52]. 
InterFoam was used to perform simulations for this case on uniform meshes at 
resolutions of 10 and 20 cells per radius (CPR) in a 12.5 mm by 12.5 mm domain.  A 
spherical droplet with a vertical velocity was introduced at a distance of 0.275 mm above 
the surface. The no-slip boundary condition was applied on the wall boundary and a 
constant-pressure, inlet/outlet boundary condition was applied to the top and side 
boundaries. A constant SCA of 93.5° was employed.  In this case, a variable time step 
was employed that was adjusted according to the algorithm described by Berberovic et al.
[5] to maintain stability.  Results were saved at intervals of 1 ms. Figure 4.1 shows the 
droplet shape at various times after impact compared with the images from Lunkad et al.
[33]. The shape of the droplet shows good agreement with the numerical results.  Figure 
4.2 shows a quantitative comparison between the time histories of the droplet height and 
width computed by InterFoam and the data from Sikalo et al. [52]. The maximum spreads 
predicted by InterFoam were 1.992 and 2.035 droplet diameters for the 10 CPR and 20 
CPR meshes, respectively, which represents an over prediction relative to the data from 
Sikalo et al. of approximately 25%. This trend was observed in all of the results 
produced by InterFoam. The differences between the results on the two meshes are not 
significant and indicate that the 20 CPR mesh provides adequate spatial resolution for 










Figure 4.1 Qualitative mesh refinement results for InterFoam.  Case I: Glycerin 
droplet impacting a hydrophobic surface at a velocity of 1.036 m/s with a 
SCA of 93.5°. Times listed for results are approximate and are referenced 
to an estimated time of impact.  The top image shows numerical results 
taken from Lunkad et al. [33]. 
Figure 4.2 Quantitative mesh refinement results for InterFoam.  Case I: Glycerin 
droplet impacting a hydrophobic surface at a velocity of 1.036 m/s. SCA of 
93.5°. Experimental data taken used for comparison was taken from Sikalo 
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Figure 4.3 Experimental results [42]: 10 μl droplet impact from 5 cm on smooth 
hydrophobic surface. Times shown are referenced to the time of droplet 
impact. 
4.1.2 Case II: Water Droplet Impacting a Hydrophobic Surface 
Case II represents a spherical 10 μl (2.673 mm diameter) water droplet released 
from a height of 5 cm impacting a hydrophobic, smooth polyurethane coated surface.  
Released from this height, the droplet impacts the surface at approximately 0.979 m/s. 
Experimental data was obtained for this case by personnel at EADS-IW [42]. Results of 
the experiment are shown in Figure 4.3, in which the dimension indicated on the scale is 
in mm.  The first image shows the droplet before impact, the second image shows the 
maximum spread of the droplet, and the third image shows the droplet after retraction.
Simulations of this case were performed using InterFoam with the DCA as 
modeled using Equation (3.9). For comparison, axisymmetric droplet impact simulations 
were also performed using a VOF implementation with ANSYS Fluent 12.0 [18]; 
however, Fluent did not accurately capture the physical behavior of droplet impact for 
this case.  






The computational domain used for this case was a 17.37 mm by 60.14 mm
rectangular region. Grid resolution effects were studied with a comparison of simulations 
for uniform meshes with 10, 20, and 40 CPR.  The no-slip boundary condition was 
specified at the wall and the domain was axisymmetric.  Since the flow conditions were 
not known at the top and outside faces, they were assumed to be constant-pressure, inlet 
boundaries. A variable time step was used.  The simulations were performed using a 
DCA defined by Equation (3.9) with θA = 98°, θR = 77°, θ0 = 93°, and u=0.01. To 
initialize the simulation, a spherical droplet was introduced at a distance of 5 cm above 
the surface with no vertical velocity, allowing the droplet velocity to develop in response 
to the gravitational and drag forces. The observed droplet impact velocity is consistent 
with results obtained from a 4th-order Runge-Kutta integration [9] of the rigid body 
equations of motion for the velocity of the droplet at impact.  To reduce the cost, the 
computational domain was discretized using a uniform 5 CPR and refined in an L-shaped 
region (along the axis of symmetry and the wall) to 10, 20, and 40 CPR.  The 40 CPR 
domain and refinement are shown in Figure 4.4.The maximum spread of the droplets was 
compared for each domain as shown in Figure 4.5.  It was observed that results predicted 
using the 40 CPR domain demonstrated the best agreement with experimental results in 
terms of maximum droplet spread.  Although agreement with experimental data improved 




 Figure 4.4 (a) Axisymmetric 37 mm by 60.14 mm rectangular domain showing L-
shaped refinement. (b) Close view of droplet showing refinement transition 
from 40 CPR to 5 CPR 
To further decrease computational expense, the effect of specifying the droplet 
velocity as opposed to allowing it to develop as the droplet falls from a 5 cm height was 
explored. The droplet was initialized 2.34 mm above the surface and a uniform velocity 
of 0.979 m/s was specified. This allowed for reduction of the domain in the vertical 
direction. The axisymmetric domain was 17.37 mm x 17.37 mm with an L-shaped 
refinement to 20 CPR, as previously described, and 5 CPR elsewhere.  The qualitative 
results for maximum spread are shown in Figure 4.6.  Figure 4.7 shows a quantitative 
comparison between the time histories of the droplet width as computed by InterFoam for 
the mesh refinement study.  The case in which a specified velocity was employed 













of the air below the droplet as it falls as well as secondary currents within the droplet.  
Simulations on a two-dimensional domain showed behavior of the droplet that was very 
comparable to the axisymmetric results.  Simulations were also performed on a domain 
which was generated by applying stretching in the y-direction, normal to the wall, to an
axisymmetric, uniform 10 CPR mesh, resulting in cells clustered near the wall.  The 
expansion ratio of the last cell to the first was 10:1.  It was apparent that the droplet 
becomes elongated before impact to the stretched mesh.  This was attributed to the 
anisotropic cells in the stretched mesh.  This result suggests that the most reliable results 
from the InterFoam VOF algorithm are obtained on isotropic meshes.  
Figure 4.5 Qualitative axisymmetric mesh refinement results for InterFoam.  Case II: 
10 μl water droplet impacting a hydrophobic surface at a velocity of 0.979
m/s with a SCA of 93.5°. Images shown are maximum spread of droplet 
after impact. 
Figure 4.6 Qualitative axisymmetric results for InterFoam comparison of maximum 
spread in mm for “free fall” and specified velocity.  Case II: 10 μl water 
droplet impacting a hydrophobic surface at a velocity of 0.979 m/s with a 









Figure 4.7 Quantitative mesh refinement results for InterFoam.  Case II: 10 μl water 
droplet impacting a hydrophobic surface at a velocity of 0.979 m/s. 
Images in a video obtained during the experiment indicate that the droplet shape 
near impact is elliptical rather than spherical.  The effects of droplet shape were 
investigated to see if agreement with experimental data could be improved using the 
same domain and initial conditions, but with an elliptical 10 μl droplet (semi-major axis 
of 1.54 mm and semi-minor axis of 1.16 mm) initialized 5 cm above the surface with no
vertical velocity specified. Simulations were performed with uniform 10 and 20 CPR 
domains.  The numerical simulations for an elliptical droplet demonstrated a significant 
over-prediction of the maximum spread after impact as compared to the measured value 







Figure 4.8 Qualitative mesh refinement results for InterFoam for elliptical droplet.  
Case II: 10 μl water droplet impacting a hydrophobic surface at a velocity 
of 0.979 m/s with a SCA of 93.5°. Images shown are maximum spread of 
droplet after impact. 
In all cases, the results for the retraction phase of the simulation did not agree 
with the experimental results and were not consistent for the 10 and 20 CPR domains.  In 
the simulations using the 10 CPR mesh, the droplet separated into annular regions before 
agglomerating as retraction proceeded.  The 20 CPR simulation does not exhibit this 
behavior. In this case, the droplet advanced and began to retract as a single droplet.  All 
simulations depicted a lamella that formed on the outer edge of the droplet as it expanded 
across the surface after impact, which is consistent with the experimental data.  Figure 
4.9 shows the droplet 15 ms after impact when it is well into the retraction phase.  On the 
uniform 10 CPR domain, the droplet retracted and rebounded.  The uniform 20 CPR case 
remained a single droplet as it rebounded off the surface and impacted a second time.  It 
is evident that the physics of the droplet during retraction are not accurately simulated









Figure 4.9 Retraction at 15 ms from first contact. Case II: Water droplet impacting a 
hydrophobic surface at a velocity of 0.979 m/s with DCA.
4.1.2.2 Three-Dimensional Simulations
Additional simulations for Case II were performed on a three-dimensional 
domain.  A domain of 34.7 mm x 60.1 mm x 34.7 mm was utilized, with a uniform 10 
CPR mesh resolution.  Boundary conditions remained the same as previous simulations.  
The 10 μl droplet was initialized 5 cm above the surface and allowed to fall under the 
influence of drag and gravity. The maximum spread for the three-dimensional simulation 
is shown in Figure 4.10. The maximum spread of the droplet after impact was compared 
to the 10 CPR axisymmetric results.  The observed behavior of the spread and recoil for 
axisymmetric and three-dimensional simulations was very similar.  The three-
dimensional simulations demonstrated a maximum spread approximately 1 mm larger 
than the axisymmetric simulation.  This is not completely surprising since the three-
dimensional mesh may not be as effective representing the droplet and its impact as an 







   
 
Figure 4.10 Qualitative mesh refinement results for InterFoam for droplets with 10 
CPR in axisymmetric and three-dimensional simulations.  Case II: 10 μl
water droplet impacting a hydrophobic surface at a velocity of 0.979 m/s
with a SCA of 93.5°. Images shown are maximum spread of droplet after 
impact. 
4.2 Structured MRE for Aircraft Icing Applications 
A common theme of superhydrophobic surfaces is the geometric properties of 
nano-scale roughness which reduce the surface area a droplet encounters.  Mishchenko 
[34] suggest micro-structured, superhydrophobic surfaces for the development of anti-
icing materials.  The results of their studies found that nano- and micro-structured 
materials induce complete retraction of impacting water droplets prior to the occurrence 
of ice nucleation and may provide an effective strategy to prevent ice formation.  When 
an aerodynamic surface is in high humidity conditions, in the presence of visible 
moisture, a thin film of water is present on the surface.  This thin film may cause a 
degradation in the ability of the micro-structures to repel water.  The effect of micro-scale 
roughness elements (MREs) under dry and high humidity conditions are investigated for 
aircraft icing applications.  
4.2.1 Approach 
Simulation of droplets impacting an aerospace vehicle under flight conditions is 
an inherently multi-scale problem. The flow around the vehicle occurs on a scale on the 
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interactions occur at the atomistic scale.  To a micron-scale droplet, the region near a 
stagnation point on a symmetric airfoil at zero angle of attack appears very similar to the 
stagnation point on a cylinder. The radius of this cylinder is equivalent to the leading-
edge radius for the airfoil, which is included in NACA airfoil definitions [1].  This 
observation provides a mechanism to couple the macro-scale flow field to the micron-
scale droplet flow field. Using a potential flow solution for flow near a stagnation point 
on a cylinder of radius R, shown in Figure 4.11, the velocity of a droplet at a specified 
distance d before impact can be computed.  
The stream function for the corresponding inviscid, irrotational flow is given by 
[6] 
 θ 1   (4.1) 
and 
  1   (4.2) 
Along the stagnation streamline, i.e., θ = π, the horizontal velocity component—positive 
direction is taken to the right—is given by 
 1   (4.3) 
which can be defined as a function of the distance d from the stagnation point as  













Neglecting buoyancy (ρair << ρdroplet) and Saffman lift, the one-dimensional equation of 
motion for a particle moving along the horizontal axis is given by 
  (4.5)  
where u is the horizontal component of droplet velocity and  is the horizontal 
component of the drag force acting on the droplet.  Rewriting Equation (4.5) using the 




   (4.6)  
where A is the projected area of the assumed spherical droplet,  is the flow velocity 




1 0.15 .   0.0175 1  42500 .  (4.7) 
which is a modification of the Stokes’ solution to account for Reynolds number effects 
and is valid for Rerel < 350,000. Rerel is the relative Reynolds number for a sphere of 





The drag function in Equation (4.7) is a correlation over a wide range of Rerel and 
provides a fit for  within ± 6% of the experimental value over this range [13].  
The velocity of the droplet is computed by first specifying the initial position and 
velocity of the droplet in a region upstream of the cylinder in a region where the flow 
velocity is nearly the freestream velocity, and integrating Equation (3.2) using a 4th- order 
Runge-Kutta method [9]. For example, a 50 μm-diameter droplet located 200 μm above 
the surface with the top boundary of computational domain 400 μm above the surface, for 
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a NACA0012 airfoil with R = 0.017 m (17,000 μm), the computed velocities are shown in 
Table 4.2. Here, V∞  is the freestream air velocity, Vtop is the velocity at the top of the 
domain, Vdroplet is the velocity of the droplet, Vrel is the relative velocity between the 
droplet and the flow, and Rerel is the relative Reynolds number.  
Table 4.2 Computed velocity in m/s for 50 μm-diameter droplet located 200 μm above 
the surface.
V∞  Vtop at 400 μm Vdroplet at 200 μm Vrel at 200 μm Rerel at 200 μm
60 2.73 53.6 -52.2 200.5 
Multiple simulations were performed to study the effect of a thin water film on 
the hydrophobicity of surfaces with structured MREs.  A droplet velocity of 53.6 m/s was 
used for a 50 μm-diameter droplet impacting two different superhydrophobic surfaces: a 
smooth surface and a surface with 5 μm x 5 μm MREs. Simulations were performed 
using an axisymmetric domain to establish the mesh spacing and identify trends.  It 
should be noted that the axisymmetric simulations cannot accurately describe the 
behavior of a droplet impacting a surface with MREs.  Because the axisymmetric domain 
is a wedge, the simulated MREs actually represent concentric circles rather than parallel 
ridges on the surface.  By performing a mesh refinement study on axisymmetric domains, 
the usefulness of three-dimensional simulations to evaluate the effectiveness of the MREs 
on the surface can be determined by obtaining information about droplet behavior on 
axisymmetric domains. 
The relevant parameters for the droplet impact cases discussed in this section are 











orders of magnitude smaller and impacts the surface at a significantly higher velocity.
The nondimensional Reynolds number is comparable to Case II, however, the Weber
number is much larger due to the increased velocity and decreased droplet diameter.  This 
indicates that droplet behavior is driven primarily by inertial forces.  Additionally, the 
Ohnesorge number is low.  This implies that viscous effects are not as important for this 
case, and, recalling from results in Section 4.1, the simulations performed well for highly 
viscous cases (Case I). It is important to note that the nondimensional numbers do not 
take surface type into account and are strictly based on the fluid properties and velocity.  
















Re We Oh 
Water 50 149±4° 154±3° 150±4° 53.6 2986 2461 0.0167 
4.2.2 Droplet Impact on Smooth Surface 
4.2.2.1 Dry Smooth Surface 
Simulations performed on an axisymmetric domain for a 50 μm-diameter water 
droplet impacting a smooth, dry, superhydrophobic surface with a specified velocity of 
53.6 m/s released from 200 μm above the surface are presented here. A 400 μm x 400 μm
computational domain was used for these axisymmetric simulations with a uniform mesh 
refinement of 50 and 100 CPR.  The maximum spread of the droplet after impact was 
measured and compared for each domain.  The maximum spreads for the 50 and 100 







Figure 4.12 Qualitative results for InterFoam on axisymmetric domain with 50 CPR for 





Figure 4.13 Qualitative results for InterFoam on axisymmetric domain with 100 CPR 




maximum spreads were very similar on the two domains indicating that the 100 CPR 
resolution is adequate. 
4.2.2.2 Thin Wet Film on Smooth Surface 
The same case shown in Section 4.2.2.1 was used with a thin film of water on the 
surface, which is equivalent to a saturated surface in high humidity conditions.  The 
thickness of the film on the surface was 5 μm. Simulations were performed on the same
size domain with resolutions of 50 and 100 CPR.  All boundary conditions remained the 
same, with the exception of the right boundary, which was specified to be zeroGradient









reaching that boundary to exit with minimal reflection.  Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 show 
the maximum spread of the droplet after impact on the 50 and 100 CPR domains.  As in 
Figure 4.16, the four phases of splash evolution are shown in the simulation and are 
characteristic of a high velocity impact of a single droplet onto a thin pre-existing film 
[14]. 
Figure 4.14 Qualitative results for InterFoam on axisymmetric domain with 50 CPR for 
50 μm-diameter droplet impacting smooth wetted surface at 53.6 m/s. Film









Figure 4.15 Qualitative results for InterFoam on axisymmetric domain with 100 CPR 
for 50 μm-diameter droplet impacting smooth wetted surface at 53.6 m/s. 






Figure 4.16 Splash mechanism demonstrated from results for InterFoam on 
axisymmetric domain with 100 CPR for 50 μm -diameter droplet impacting 
smooth wetted surface at 53.6 m/s. Film thickness on surface is 5 μm. 
1. Residual top of impacting drop 
2. Section of crown-like sheet propagating outward 
3. Cross-section of free rim 








4.2.3 Droplet Impact on a Surface with Structured MREs 
4.2.3.1 MREs with Dry Surface 
The same simulations were repeated for surfaces with structured MREs measuring 
5 μm x 5 μm introduced on the surface.  Due to the small size of the cavities between the 
MREs, it was determined that a more refined mesh would be necessary to resolve the 
behavior of the droplet impacting the surface.  Two axisymmetric domains measuring 
1900 μm x 2300 μm with resolutions of 100 CPR and 200 CPR were employed.  The 
DCA superhydrophobic contact angle was specified on the MREs surface.  The 
maximum spread is defined as the farthest point along the wall in the x-direction above 
the MREs that the droplet reaches after impact.  The results of the maximum spread are 
shown in Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18. The farthest point the droplet reaches is above a 
cavity between the MREs, and this is the point where the spread is measured.  The spread 
and rebound behavior of the droplet, shown in a sequence of images in Figure 4.19, 
demonstrates that the droplet spreads out across the top of the MREs, breaks apart into 
smaller droplets, and remnants of the droplet rebound off the surface while satellite 
droplets remain scattered along the surface.  The maximum spreads for the axisymmetric 
100 CPR and 200 CPR meshes are very similar, as is the qualitative appearance of the 






 222.968 μm 
Figure 4.17 Qualitative results for InterFoam on axisymmetric domain with 100 CPR 
for 50 μm-diameter droplet impacting dry surface with MREs at 53.6 m/s. 






Figure 4.18 Qualitative results for InterFoam on axisymmetric domain with 200 CPR 
for 50 μm-diameter droplet impacting dry surface with MREs at 53.6 m/s. 





















Figure 4.19 Sequence of qualitative results on axisymmetric domain with 200 CPR.  






4.2.3.2 MREs with Saturated Surface
The cavities between the structured MREs were filled with water to understand 
their performance degradation in the presence of a thin film, which corresponds to a 
saturated surface under conditions of high humidity. The size of the MREs and domains 
are identical to those used in the dry impact studies in Section 4.2.3.1.  The maximum 
spread is defined in the same manner as for the dry MRE.  Again, maximum spread 
values for the 100 and 200 CPR domains were nearly identical verifying that the mesh 
resolution is adequate. It is observed in Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 that the water filling 
the cavities between the MREs combines with the impacting droplet as it spreads over the 
surface. This creates a pocket of air in the cavity and the contact angle becomes active.  
As these “bubbles” grow, the air pocket begins to affect the behavior. This is due to the 
simulation domain being an axisymmetric wedge and the “bubble” being trapped, unable 
to escape. The water contained in the cavities bulging above the MREs is due to surface 
tension. Note that the maximum spread in Figure 4.21 is similar to the maximum spread 
shown for the smooth dry surface in Figure 4.13, which is somewhat smaller in extent 
than the spread for the dry surface with the MRE shown in Figure 4.18.  The droplet 
spread can be visualized in the time sequence shown in Figure 4.22.  No droplet rebound 
was observed with this case due to the large bubbles that developed under the droplet at 
the surface. These results demonstrate that the effectiveness of the MRE is degraded due 
to the presence of the film layer, i.e., high humidity.  However, questions remain about 
the accuracy of the simulation.  It is hypothesized that three-dimensional simulations are 








Figure 4.20 Qualitative results for InterFoam on axisymmetric domain with 100 CPR 
for 50 μm-diameter droplet impacting wetted surface with MREs at 53.6 








Figure 4.21 Qualitative results for InterFoam on axisymmetric domain with 200 CPR 
for 50 μm-diameter droplet impacting wetted surface with MREs at 53.6 



























Figure 4.22 Sequence of qualitative results for InterFoam on axisymmetric domain with 
200 CPR. Times listed are approximate and are referenced to an estimated 








The numerical simulation of single droplets impacting a surface is complicated 
with several influential variables such as surface and fluid properties.  Complex physics 
and contrasting length scales present challenges for simulations.   
The validation of InterFoam, an open-source VOF solver, for droplets on a dry 
hydrophobic demonstrated the capabilities of OpenFOAM®. The results of the validation 
showed that for very viscous droplets, i.e., the glycerin droplet in Case I, InterFoam
accurately captures the behavior of the droplet after impact.  Simulations for a water 
droplet impacting a hydrophobic surface demonstrated the validity of the use of 
axisymmetric domains and a refinement study was performed.  It was observed that using 
the 40 CPR domain demonstrated the best agreement with experimental results in terms 
of maximum droplet spread.  Although the solution could not be called mesh converged, 
it did show a clear trend as the mesh was refined. The case in which a specified velocity 
was given to the droplet resulted in an over-prediction of the maximum spread.  This is 
likely due to the influence of the air below the droplet as it falls. Though images in a 
video obtained during the experiment indicated that the droplet shape near impact is 
elliptical rather than spherical, the numerical simulations for an elliptical droplet 
consistently demonstrated an over-prediction of spread after impact.  It is hypothesized 




trapped at the surface that can cause inaccurate results in axisymmetric simulations and 
are recommended for high speed droplet impacts when splashing is involved.  
The primary finding of this research was the effect of structured MREs for aircraft 
icing applications under dry conditions and high humidity conditions, i.e., when visible 
moisture is present. Simulations were performed on axisymmetric domains to establish 
mesh spacing and identify trends.  Droplet impacts on a smooth dry surface on an 
axisymmetric domain produced acceptable results; however, issues arose with the 
droplets impacting a smooth surface with a liquid film and surfaces with MREs, both dry 
and with a film.  Though the splashing mechanism was accurately demonstrated on the 
axisymmetric domain, a three-dimensional simulation is recommended to accurately 
capture the phases of the evolution of splashing due to the physical complexity of 
splashing at high speed impact. Pockets of air can become trapped at the surface with no 
way for it to escape in an axisymmetric domain.  Axisymmetric domains are not ideal for 
impacts on surfaces with MREs because they represent a wedge-shaped domain on which 
the MREs are concentric circles instead of parallel ridges.  Thus, three-dimensional 
simulations should be used to evaluate the effectiveness of structured MREs on the 
surface. Information from the axisymmetric simulations for the spread and rebound of 
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